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Free Choice and the Theory of
Scalar Implicatures*
Danny Fox
MIT

This chapter will be concerned with the conjunctive interpretation of a
family of disjunctive constructions. The relevant conjunctive interpre-
tation, sometimes referred to as a ’free choice effect,’ (PC) is attested
when a disjunctive sentence is embedded under an existential modal
operator. I will provide evidence that the relevant generalization extends
(with some caveats) to all constructions in which a disjunctive sentence
appears under the scope of an existential quantifier, as well as to seem-
ingly unrelated constructions in which conjunction appears under the
scope of negation and a universal quantifier.
Alonso—Ovalle (2005), following Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002), has

presented important evidence arguing that free Choice effects should
be derived by the system that accounts for Scalar Implicatures (SIS).
However, we will see that deriving a free choice implicature is not a
simple matter within standard approaches to implicature computation.
More specifically, FC directly contradicts neo-Gricean attempts to deal
with another observation about disjunction due to Chierchia (2004):
Sauerland 2004, Spector 2006. In response to this predicament, I will
argue for a system that derives 515 within the linguistic system, though
in a somewhat different manner from Chierchia (2004). Specifically, I
will argue for a covert exhaustivity operator with meaning somewhat
akin to that of only (in the spirit of Chierchia (2004), but more directly
following suggestions by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), Krifka (1995),
Landman (1998), and van Rooij (2002)). We Will see that all of our obser—
vations about PC, as well as Chierchia’s observations about disjunction,
follow from a novel (though fairly natural) approach to the meaning of
the exhaustivity operator.

It is often claimed that the neo-Gricean account of SIS follows from
basic truisms about the nature of communication. However, as is well
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known, one assumption is crucial, and far from trivial, namely the

assumption that Grice’s Maxim of Quantity should be stated With ref-

erence to a formally defined set of alternatives. There is clearly no escape

from formally defined alternatives. However, if the perspective argued for

here is correct, access to these alternatives should be limited to gramtnar.

A quantity maxim Which is not contaminated by syntactic stipulations

(together with appropriately placed syntactic stipulations, 1.e., Within

grammar) derives better empirical results.

1 Some background on scalar implicatures

Consider a simple disjunctive sentence such as that in (1). When we hear

such a sentence we draw a variety of inferences.

(1) Sue talked to John or Fred.

First, we conclude that (if the speaker is correct) Sue talked to John or

to Fred, a conclusion, in and of itself, consistent with the possibility that

Sue talked to both (Basic Inference). However, we typically also conclude

(again assuming that the speaker’s utterance is correct) that this latter

possibility was not attested (Scalar Implicature, SI). Finally, we infer that

the speakerfs beliefs don’t determine Which person (i.e. John or Fred) Sue

talked to (Ignorance Inferences).1

(Z) Inferences we draw from (1):

a. Basic Inference:

Sue talked to John or Fred (or both).

b, Scalar Implicature, SI:

Sue didn’t talk to both John and Fred.

C. Ignorance Inferences:

The speaker doesn’t know that Sue talked to John.

The speaker doesn’t know that Sue talked to Fred.

The nature of the inferences in (2a) and (2c) seems rather straight-

forward. The Basic Inference, (2a), is derived quite directly from the

basic meaning of the sentence. The Ignorance Inferences, (2c), are not

as direct, but, nevertheless, receive a fairly natural explanation. They

are derived straightforwardly from a general reasoning process about

the belief states of speakers, along lines outlined by Grice (1975). The

source of the inference in (2b), SI, is, at least in my opinion, less

obvious. The standard, neo-Gricean, approach captures this inference  
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by enriching the set of assumptions that enter into the derivation of
Ignorance Inferences, while various competing proposals attribute the
inference to a particular enrichment of the basic meaning.

Before we see what is at stake, let’s start with a formulation of
What might be uncontroversial, namely the account of (2c).2 The basic
idea is that communicative principles require speakers to contribute
as much as possible to the conversational enterprise. This idea is fur-
ther elaborated when it is assumed that the goal of certain speech acts
is to convey information, and that if all information is to be rele-
vant, more is better. So, assume that two sentences are true and both
contribute information that is completely relevant to the topic of conver-
sation. If one contains more information than the other (i.e. is logically
stronger),3 use of the more informative one would constitute a greater
contribution:

(3) Maxim of Quantity (basic version): If 51 and 52 are both relevant
to the topic of conversation and 31 is more informative than 52, if
the speaker believes that both are true, the speaker should utter 81
rather than 52.

Typically, when (1) is uttered, the information conveyed by each of the
disjuncts is relevant. Furthermore, each disjunct is more informative
than the entire disjunction. (p entails p or q, but not vice versa.) The
fact that the speaker, s, uttered the entire disjunction rather than just
a disjunct, therefore, calls for an explanation. If we, the people who
interpret the utterance, assume that s obeys the Maxim 0f Quantity, we
conclude, for each disjunct, p, that it is false to claim that s believes that
p is true, or if we keep to our convention of using the verb know instead
of believe (see note 1), we can state this as a conclusion that s does not
know that p is true.

If we assume that s believes that her utterance of the disjunction is
correct, we derive the Ignorance Inferences. But one logical property of
the situation is worth focusing on. When we conclude that s does not
believe that p is true, that is, in principle, consistent with two different
states of affairs. 5 might believe that p is false, or, alternatively, she might
have no (conclusive) opinion. The reason we infer the latter is that the
former would be inconsistent with our other inferences. Under normal
circumstances, we infer that s believes that her utterance of p or q is
true (Maxim of Quality). If we were to assume that s believes that p is
false, we would have to conclude that she believes that q is true. But
that would conflict with our inference about q (based on the Maxim of
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Quantity). Hence we must conclude, for each disjunct, that the speaker

has no opinion as to whether or not it is true.

1.1 The symmetry problem“

Consider now whether we could extend this line reasoning to account

for the SI in (2b). Since we’ve already concluded that the speaker does

not know that p is true and that the speaker does not know that q is

true, it follows that the speaker does not know that the conjunction

p and q is true. This, again, is consistent with two different states of

affairs. 5 might believe that p and q is false, or, alternatively, she might

have no (conclusive) opinion. If this time we could exclude the latter

possibility, we would derive the 81.

The problem is that basically the same line of reasoning we’ve

employed above leads us exactly to the opposite conclusion, namely

to the exclusion of the possibility that s believes that p and q is false. The

idea is fairly simple. The information that p and q is false, if true, would

be relevant to the topic of conversation, hence the fact that 5 did not

provide us with this information calls for an explanation.5 Once again,

the natural explanation is that 5 did not have the information, i.e. that 3

did not know that p and q is false. In other words, instead of an 81, we

derive, once again, an Ignorance Inference: we conclude that s does not

know thatp and q is true, and (exactly by the same type of reasoning)

that s does not know that p and q is false, i.e. we conclude that s does

not know whether or not 19 and q is true.

As far as I know, a version of this problem was first noticed in Kroch

(1972), and stated in its most general form in class notes of Kai von Fintel

and Irene Heim. To appreciate the problem in its full generality, consider

a general schema for deriving 815 in response to 5’5 utterance of p (of, say,

I have 3 children). We start by considering a more informative relevant

utterance, p/ (say, I have 4 children), and reason that if p’ were true, and if

s knew that p’ were true, the Maxim of Quantity would have forced s to

utter p’ instead of p. We then might reason that it is plausible to assume

that s knows whether or not p’ is true (say, that it is reasonable to assume

that s knows how many Children she has), and hence that s knows that

p’ is false.
The problem, however, is that there is always an equally relevant

more informative utterance than p, namely 17 and not 19’ (in our case,

I have exactly 3 children), call it p”. By the same reasoning process, if

p” were true and if s knew that p” were true, the communicative prin—
ciples would have forced s to utter p’ instead of p6 Furthermore, if s

knows the truth value of p, and of p’, then s knows the truth value
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of p”. 80, the same reasoning process leads to the conclusion that s
knows that p” is false. The assumption that the speaker knows Whether
or not p’ is true, thus, leads to a contradiction and must, therefore, be

dropped.

This problem was dubbed the symmetry problem in Class notes of Kai

von Fintel and Irene Heim. Whenever p is uttered, and fails to settle

the truth value of a relevant proposition, q, there will be two symmet-

rical ways of settling it, leading necessarily to an Ignorance Inference.

Stated somewhat differently, p is equivalent to the following disjunction

(p /\ q) V (p /\ fig), and therefore should lead to Ignorance Inferences

parallel to those stated in (EC).

1.2 The neo-Gricean approach

The neo-Griceans respond to this problem by a revision of the Maxim

of Quantity. Specifically, they suggest that the maxim doesn’t require

speakers to utter the most informative proposition that is relevant to the

topic of conversation, but is more limited in scope. The Maxim merely

requires speakers to Choose the most informative relevant proposition

from a formally defined set of alternatives. It does not require speakers to

consider all relevant propositions.

The common way to work this out, pioneered by Larry Horn (1972),

starts out with the postulation of certain sets of lexical items, Scalar Items,

and sets of alternatives to which the scalar items belong, which we will

call Horn-Setsz7

(4) Examples of Horn-Sets

, {some, all}

. {011e, two, three, . . .}

. {can, must}

These sets of lexical alternatives determine the set of (Horn) alternatives

for a sentence by a simple algorithm. The set of alternatives for S, Alt(S),

is defined as the set of sentences that one can derive from S by successive

replacement of Scalar Items with members of their Horn—Set.8

(5) Alt(S) : {SE S’ is derivable from S by successive replacement of scalar

items with members of their Horn-Set}
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The Maxim of Quantity can now be stated as follows:

(6) Maxim of Quantity (Neo-Gricean version): If 31 and 52 are both

relevant to the topic of conversation, $1 is more informative than

$2, and 81 eAlt(Sg), then, if the speaker believes that both are true,

the speaker should prefer $1 to 82.

Consider the sentence in (1). The postulated scalar item in this sen-

tence is disjunction, for which conjunction is lexically specified as the

only alternative, (4a). (1), thus, has just one alternative (other than (1)

itself):

(7) A1t(1) = {(1), Sue talked to John and Fred }

When 5 utters (1), his addressee, h (for heater), typically concludes

(on the assumption that s obeys the revised Maxim of Quantity) that

s does not know that the conjunctive sentence in A1t(1) is true, since

this alternative sentence is more informative than 5’5 utterance, and

is typically relevant. If h assumes, further, that s has an opinion as to

whether or not the conjunctive sentence is true, h would conclude that

s believes that it is false. The neo—Griceans, thus, attribute a general ten-

dency to addressees, namely the tendency to assume that speakers are

opinionated. I state Sauerland’s formulation of this assumption in (8).

(8) Opinionated Speaker (08): When a speaker, s, utters a sentence, S,

the addressee, h, assumes, for every sentence S’eAlt(S), that the

beliefs of 5 determine the truth value of 3’, unless this assump-

tion about 8’ leads to the conclusion that the beliefs of s are

contradictory.

Under the basic version of the Maxim of Quantity in (3), B—MQ, there

was no way to maintain the assumption that the speaker is opinion-

ated about any relevant sentence 3’ (not entailed by S). To repeat, B-MQ

derived the symmetric results (a) that the speaker does not know that

S and S’ is true, and (b) that the speaker does not know that S and not

5’ is true. This, together with the assumption that the speaker knows

that S is true (Quality), derived the conclusion that the speaker is not

opinionated about 8’.

By contrast, under the Neo-Gricean version of the Maxim of Quantity

in (6), NG-MQ, the assumption that the speaker is opinionated about

various sentences (not entailed by S) is innocuous. NG—MQ does not

always derive the inference that the speaker does not know that S and S’

is true. It derives such an inference onlywhen S and S’ (or some equivalent
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sentence) is a member of A1t(S). Under such circumstances, the speaker
could be opinionated about S’ as long as A1t(S) does not have S and not 5’
as a member (nor some equivalent sentence). If S and not 8’ is not a
member of A1t(S), NG-MQ does not derive the inference that the speaker
does not know that S and not 3’ is true, and the assumption that the
speaker believes that S and S’ is false could be made consistently.
To summarize, assume that a speaker s utters the sentence in (1), Sue

talked to john or Bill. The addressee, h, assumes that s obeys the Maxim
of Quality as well as the revised Maxim of Quantity, NG—MQ. Based on
this assumption, h reasons in the following way:

1. Given NG-MQ, there is no XeAlt(1), such that X is logically stronger
than (1), and s thinks that X is true.

2. A1t(1) contains the conjunctive sentence Sue talked to john and Bill,
which is logically stronger than 5’3 utterance. Hence, given 1, it’s not
the case that s thinks that this conjunctive sentence is true.

3. Given OS, the default assumption is that s has an opinion as to
whether Sue talked to John and Bill is true or false. Given 2 (the con-
clusion that it’s not the case that s thinks that the sentences is true),
we can conclude that s thinks that it is false.

So, by modifying the set of assumptions that derive Ignorance Infer-
ences (replacing B—MQ with NG-MQ) one can account for the $1 in (2b).
I would like at this point to discuss a possible alternative that keeps
B-MQ in tact but instead enriches the set of syntactic representations
available for (1). But it is worth pointing out first that, as things stand
right now, our account of the Ignorance Inferences in (2c) is in jeopardy.
Specifically, it is incompatible with NG-MQ and our assumption in (4a)
about the Horn-Set for disjunction. The account was crucially depen—
dent on the assumption that the Maxim of Quantity would prefer the
utterance of a disjunct to the utterance of a disjunction, an assump-
tion incompatible with the way A1t(1) is defined on the basis of (4a).
One might respond to this problem with an independent (pragmatic)
account for (Zc) (Gazdar 1979) or by enriching the Horn-Set for disjunc-
tion (Sauerland 2004). The latter will be discussed in greater detail in
Section 4.

1.3 An alternative syntactic approach

The alternative syntactic approach that I would like to defend is guided
by the intuition that a principle of language use (such as the Maxim of
Quantity) should not be sensitive to the formal (and somewhat arbitrary)  
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definition of Alt(S).9 If this intuition is correct, B-MQ is to be preferred

to NG—MQ.

However, as pointed out in Section 1.1, B-MQ derives Ignorance

Inferences that contradict attested Sls. Therefore, if B—MQ is correct,

something else is needed to derive Sls. More specifically, Sls must be

derived from the basic meaning of the relevant sentences; otherwise

the symmetry situation would yield unwanted Ignorance lnferences.

Following proposals by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), Krifka (1995),

Landman (1998), van Rooij (2002), and to some extent Chierchia (2004),

I would like to suggest that the syntax of natural language has a covert

operator which is optionally appended to sentences, and that this

operator is responsible for 815.10

The guiding observation is that there is a systematic way to state the

SI of a sentence, using the focus sensitive operator only. Consider the

sentence in (9), which has the 51 that John didn’t buy 4 houses.

(9) John bought three houses.

This 51 could be stated explicitly using the focus sensitive particle only in

association with the numeral expression three.

(10) John only bought THREE houses.

This observation extends to all Sls; Sls can always be stated explicitly

with the focus sensitive particle only, as long as the relevant scalar items

bear pitch accent:

(11) a. John did some of the homework.

b. Implicature: John only did SOME of the homework.

For all ofthe alternatives to ’some’, d,

if the proposition that John did d of the homework is true,

then it is entailed by the proposition that John did some ofthe

homework.

(12) a. John talked to Mary or Sue.

b. Implicature: John only talked to Mary OR Sue.

For all ofthe alternatives to ’or’, can,

if the proposition that John talked to Mary con Sue is true

then it is entailed by the proposition that john talked to Mary

0r Sue.

Sentence that generates Sls usually contain scalar items,11 and in such
cases it is always possible to state the Sls explicitly, by appending the  
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operator only to the sentence and placing focal accent on the relevant
scalar item:

(13) The only implicature generalization (01G): A sentence, S, as a def-
ault, licenses the inference/implicature that (the speaker believes)
only 5’, where S’ is a modification of S with focus on scalar items.

From the neo-Gricean perspective discussed in Section 1.2, it is pretty
clear why (9)—(12) should obey the OIG. As is commonly assumed, and
as indicated by the italic paraphrases, the role of only is to eliminate alter-
natives. Furthermore, when focus is placed on scalar items, the relevant
alternatives are precisely the Horn-alternatives that NG—MQ refers to.
However, the OIG suggests yet another possibility, namely that B—MQ

is the right conversational maxim and Sls are derived within the gram
mar, namely by of a covert exhaustivity operator with a meaning
somewhat a kin to that of only. Assume, for the moment, the semantics
for only suggested by the paraphrases in (9)—(12). Specifically, assume
that only combines with a sentence (the prejacent), p, and a set of a1ter«
natives, A, (determined by focus). The result of this combination is a
sentence which presupposes that p is true and furthermore asserts that
every true member of A is already entailed by p (i.e. that all non—weaker
alternatives, all ’real alternatives’, are false):

(14) [lonlyll (A<st,t>)(Pst) = W: P(W) = 1- quNW(p,A)= (1(W)= 012
NW(p,A) = {quz p does not entail q}

The exhaustivity operator, exh, should mean the same, with one small
modification. While with only the requirement that the prejacent be
true is a presupposition, with exh this requirement should be part of the
assertive component:

(15) [[Eth (A<st,t>)(Pst)(W) é PM) 8? VClENW(P,A)I yQ(W)

Assume that natural language has exh as a covert operator. Assume,
further, that this operator can append to a sentence, 5, thereby yielding
a stronger sentence 5+ = EXh(Alt(S))(S).13 It is easy to see that such a
representation would derive both the ’basic meanings’ and the Sls of the
sentences in (9)—(12).

This would allow us to keep to the non-stipulative quantity maxim
(B-MQ). The cost lies, of course, in the stipulation of exh. There is a
clear trade—off here, one that suggests that no decision will be justifiable
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on a pn‘orz’ grounds. The goal of this chapter is to provide an empirical

argument in favor of a theory in which B-MQ is at the heart of pragmatic

reasoning and exh is responsible for $15, If such a theory is correct, we

might think of exh as a syntactic device designed (‘by a super—engineer’)

to facilitate communication in a pragmatic universe governed by B-MQ.

Every conversational situation, C, can be characterized by a set of sen-

tences that are relevant at C, QC (for question). An utterance of S at C will

be associated with a set of Ignorance Inferences determined by the set

of sentences QS,C ch, Whose truth value is not determined by S. B—MQ

Will derive the set of Ignorance Inferences that correspond to (133, Le,

I-INF(S,C) = {—«Kstp: (p EQslc}. Furthermore, if cp is relevant to the topic of

conversation, it seems that same would be true of mp (see note 5). Hence

I-INF(S,C) = {nKscpt (P 6 Qs,c} = {nKstp and nsz : <9 EQs,cl
Sometimes the set of Ignorance lnferences will be implausible and this

would motivate a new parse of the linguistic stimuli, one that involves

an exhaustive operator on top of 5, Le. 5"“. If no further stipulations are

added, the procedure should be able to apply recursively leading to S++,

S+++, etc. As we will see, this possibility will empirically distinguish our
syntactic perspective from the Neo-Gricean alternative,

In the next section, I will present the core empirical phenomena that

I will use to motivate exh, namely the conjunctive interpretation of

disjunction under existential modal constructions (free choice, FC). Fur-

thermore, I will present an argument, due to Kratzer and Shimoyama

(2002) (K&S) and Alonso-Ovalle (2005), that PC should be derived by

the system that derives SIS. In Section 3, I will present evidence that PC

arises in additional circumstances: when disjunction is embedded under

certain other existential quantifiers and When conjunction is embedded

under negation and universal quantifiers (under the sequence —-V). In

Section 4, I will discuss a relevant observation about disjunction due to

Chirchia (204), and in Section 5 I will present the Neo-Gticean response

to Chierchia’s observation (Sauerland 2004) and its failure to predict FC

phenomena. Finally, in Section 6—10, I will propose a resolution based on

recursive exhaustification which extends to the phenomena discussed in

Sections 2 and 3.

2 The problem of free Choice permission

Consider the sentence in (16) when uttered by someone who’s under—

stood to be an authority on the relevant rules and regulations, for

example, a parent who is accustomed to specifying limits pertaining to

the consumption of sweets.
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(16) You’re allowed to eat the cake or the ice-cream.

In such a context, (17) would be an immediate inference (Karnp 1973).
This inference, sometimes referred to as an inference of free choice permis-
sion, is not an expected entailment of obvious candidates for the logical
form of (16).

(17) You’re allowed to eat the cake and you are allowed to eat the
ice-cream.

For example, (17) is not entailed by (18).14

(18) Plausible LF for (17):

allowed [[you eat the cake] or [you eat the ice-cream]]

What (18) states is that the relevant rules do not prohibit the disjunctive
sentence (the complement of allowed), or, in the terms of possible world
semantics, that there is a world consistent with the rules in which one
of the disjuncts is true. (18) is thus equivalent to (19), Which is clearly
weaker than (17).

(19) You are allowed to eat the cake or you are allowed to eat the
ice-cream.

The problem is to understand how a disjunctive LF such as (18) can be
strengthened to yield the conjunctive inference in (17). In other words,
we need to understand how a sentence that should receive the modal
logic formalization in (20a) — Which is equivalent to (20b) — justifies the
FC inference in (20c).

(20) a. <>(P V <1)
b. <>p v <>q (a E b)
c. Free Choice: <>p /\ <>q

2.1 Downward entailing operators, evidence that free choice
is an implicature

K&S studied PC effects that arise when certain indefinite expressions are
embedded under existential medals, and presented a fairly strong argu-
ment that the effect should be derived by the system that yields 815.15
The argument, which has been elaborated and extended to disjunctive
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constructions by Alonso-Ovalle (2005), is based on the observation that

there are no traces of FC in certain downward entailing contexts.

Consider the sentence in (21). If FC were to follow from the basic

meaning of (16), we would expect (21) to have a fairly weak meaning; it

should be able to assert that no one is both allowed to eat the cake and

allowed to eat the ice—cream, (21’a). We would thus predict (21) to be true

in a situation in Which everyone is allowed to eat one of the two disserts

but no one has free-choice, i.e. in situations in Which no one is allowed

to decide which of the two deserts to eat. Such an interpretation, if avail-

able, is extremely dispteferred.16 To derive the natural interpretation,
(21’b), we must factor out whatever is responsible for FC.

(21) No one is allowed to eat the cake or the ice-cream.

(21)’ a. *negation of FC: —E|X[<>P(X) /\ <>Q(X)]

b. negation of standard meaning: -=Elx<>(P(x) v Q(X))

As pointed out by Alonso-Ovalle (following K&S), the natural interpre~

tation, (21’b), is expected if FC were to be derived as an 51. Although it

is not yet clear how to derive PC as an 31, it is clear that if a derivation

were available for the basic case, it would, nevertheless, not be avail-

able (at least not necessarily) for (21). This is seen most clearly under the

neo-Gricean approach to 815. Under this approach, an SI is derived as a

pragmatic strengthening of the basic meaning of a sentence. The mean-

ing in (21’a) is weaker than the basic meaning in (21’b), and, therefore,

cannot be derived along neo-Gticean lines.

Under the syntactic alternative, the preference for (21’a) would be

stated as a preference for stronger interpretations (See Chierchia 2004,

2005). More specifically, assume, contrary to what you might think at

this point, that an exhaustive operator can somehow derive the basic

FC effect. We might then suggest that exh can only be introduced if the

overall result is a stronger proposition. This could be motivated by the

observation that as propositions get stronger fewer Ignorance Inferences

are derived by B—MQ. We might, thus, suggest that the introduction of

exh is subject to an economy condition related to its functional motiva-

tion, namely to the elimination of Ignorance Inferences (i.e. a sentence

with exh must lead to fewer Ignorance Inferences than its counterpart

without exh, see note 37). Alternatively, we might suggest, in line with

the neo-Griceans, that exh must be introduced in matrix position.17
Be that as it may, it is reasonable to assume that the preference for

(21’b) would be predicted if FC could be derived as an SI, but not other.

Wise. Quite independently of particular proposals, it is well known that    
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81s tend to disappear in downward entailing environments (Gazdar 1979,
Chierchla 2004). The fact that PC appears to share this property with 815
seems to be a good incentive to search for a theory that would derive the
effect as an $1.

2.2 Deriving an FC implicature: the nature of the problem

The projection properties of FC seem to suggest that the effect should be .
derived as an SI. But how could we derive such a result? K&S made a very
interesting proposal which is the basis for the proposal that I will make
in Sections 6—10. But this will require quite a bit of ground work. At this
point, it is worth understanding what one might say in order to derive
815 based on the neo-Gricean maxim of quantity (NG-MQ).
Quite generally, suppose that (p is the basic meaning of a sentence, 8,

and that our goal is to derive a stronger meaning, <p’, based on NG-MQ.
The result could be achieved if we proposed a set of alternatives of the
following sort: ALT(S) := {5, S & not SW}! where the meaning of S I is <p’.
If s was to utter S, the addressee, h, would conclude, based on NE—MQ,
that s does not believe that not Sq), is true. Furthermore, based on the
assumption that s is an opinionated speaker, h, would conclude that s
believes that Sq) is true.

More specifically, suppose that the alternatives of the sentence in (16),
repeated below, are the sentences in (22). This is slightly different from
the general scheme for deriving implicatures characterized above, but
the basic idea is the same.18

(16) You’re allowed to eat the cake or the ice-cream.
(22) Alternatives needed to derive PC for (16) based on NG—MQ:

a. You are allowed to eat the cake or the ice-cream.
b. You are allowed to eat the cake but you are not allowed to the

ice-cream

c. You are allowed to eat the ice cream but you are not allowed to
eat the cake.

Based on NG-MQ we would now derive the 81 that (22b) and (22c) are
both false, which, together with (22a), yields the FC inference. To see
this, assume (22a) is true. Now assume that one of the conjuncts in (1 7)
is false, say that you cannot eat the ice-cream. From this it follows that
(22b) is true, contrary to the SI.
But of course this is not intended as a serious proposal. It follows from

a general algorithm that allows us to derive, on a case by case basis, any  
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SI that we would like to, and, hence, does not explain the particular Sls

that are actualized (See Saeboe 2004). The obvious way to turn this into

a serious proposal is to show that the alternatives in (22) are needed on

independent grounds.

K&S, and in particular Alonso-Ovalle, propose a more natural set of

alternatives, namely the one in (23).

(23) Alternatives proposed by K&S/Alonso-Ovalle:

a. You are allowed to eat the cake or the ice—cream

b. You are allowed to eat the cake.

c. You are allowed to eat the ice cream.

The set of alternatives in (23), in contrast to the one in (22), is consis-

tent with a general constraint on alternatives proposed in Matsumoto

(1995).19 Furthermore, as we Will see in Section 4, there is independent

evidence for the type of Horn-Sets that would derive (a super—set of) the

alternatives in (23). The problem, however, is that NG-MQcan not derive

the FC effect on the basis of (23). In fact, as we will see in greater detail in

Section 5.2, it derives Ignorance Inferences that directly conflict with PC.

K&S suggest, however, that PC should be derived from (23) based on a

novel principle, Which they call anti—exhaustivity. When h interprets s’s

utterance of (23a), 5 needs to understand why it is that 5 preferred this

sentence to any of the alternatives. The standard Neo-Gricean reasoning,

which relates to the basic meaning of the alternatives, would lead to the

conclusion that s does not know/believe that any of the alternatives is

true. K&S, however, suggest that h might reason based on the strong

meaning (basic meaning + implicatures) of the alternatives. Specifically,

K&S suggest that h would attribute the choice of s to the belief that

the strong meanings of (23b) and (23c) are both false. Furthermore they

assume that the strong meaning of (23b) and (23c) is the basic meaning

of (22b) and (22c) respectively.

As pointed out by Aloni and van Rooij (forthcoming), this line of rea-

soning raises a question pertaining to simple disjunctive sentences, such

as (1). We would like to understand why such sentences don’t receive a

conjunctive interpretation Via an anti-exhaustivity inference of the sort

outlined above. If each disjunct is an alternative to a disjunctive sen-

tence, why doesn’t the speaker infer that the exhaustive implicature of

each disjunct is false?

K&S provide an answer this question by postulating a covert modal

operator for any disjunctive sentence. I will not go over this proposal
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and the way it might address Aloni and van Rooij’s objection. I would
like, instead, to raise another challenge to K&S’s basic idea. I think it
is important to try to understand how the anti-exhaustive inference
fits within a general pragmatic system that derives Ignorance Inferences
(as well as 815). Specifically, I think it is important to understand why
NG-MQdoes not lead to the Ignorance Inferences in (24) (see Section 4.2
for details).

(24) Predicted inferences of (16), based on (23) and NG—MQ:

a. 5 doesn’t know whether or not you can eat the cake.
b. 5 doesn’t know whether or not you can eat the ice cream.

This is a challenge that this chapter attempts to meet. The idea, in a
nut-shell, is to eliminate NG~MQ in favor of the non-stipulative alter-
native B—MQ. However, understanding how this is to work requires the
introduction of a proposal made in Sauerland (2004), which would be
extracted from its neo-Gricean setting in order to meet our goals. But
before I get there, I would like to introduce an additional challenge.
Specifically, I would like to present a few other surprising inferences that
are intuitively similar to FC, and should, most likely, be derived by the
same system.

3 Other free choice inferences

In this section we will see effects that are very similar in nature to FC, but
arise in somewhat different syntactic contexts. These effects will argue
for a fairly general explanation of the basic phenomenon, one that is not
limited to modal environments or to disjunction.

3.1 FC Under negation and universal modals

Consider the sentence in (25) when uttered by someone Who is under—
stood to be an authority on the relevant rules and regulations, for
example, a parent who is accustomed to assigning after-dinner chores.

(25) You are not required to both clear the table and do the dishes.

In such a context, (26) would normally be inferred by the addressee.

(26) You are not required to clear the table and you are not required to
do the dishes.
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This inference seems very similar to the FC inference drawn in (1 7) based
on (16). To see the similarity, notice that the basic meaning of (25) is pre-
dicted to be equivalent to the disjunctive statement that you are allowed
to either avoid clearing the table or evade doing the dishes, (27a), and
that (26) is equivalent to the conjunction of two possibility statements.
(You are allowed to avoid clearing the table and you are allowed to avoid doing
the dishes, (27b).)

(27) a. Standard Meaning of (25)

{KP A q) E <>fi (p A q) 2 OH) v eq) 2 0(1)) V<>(~q)
b. Free Choice Inference

<>(ep) A<>(*q)

Just as in (16), the basic meaning does not explain the inference, and the
gap is formally identical. Once again, we have to understand how a sen-
tence that is equivalent to a disjunctive construction can be strengthened
to something equivalent to the corresponding conjunction.

3.2 More generally under existential quantifiers

In the basic FC permission sentence in (16), disjunction appears in the
scope of the existential modal allowed. Furthermore, as is well—known, FC
extends to all constructions in which or is in the scope of an existential
modal:

(28) a. The book might be on the desk or in the drawer.

(= The book might be on the desk and it might be in the drawer)
b. He is a very talented man. He can climb Mount Everest 0r ski

the Matterhorn.

(2 He can climb Mount Everest and he can ski the Matterhorn.)

What has not been discussed in any systematic way is that this
type of conjunctive interpretation extends also to some non—modal
constructions:20

(29) a. There is beer in the fridge or the ice-bucket.

(2 There is beer in the fridge and there is beer in the ice-bucket.)
b. Most people walk to the park, but some people take the high-

way or the scenic route. (Irene Heim, pc attributed to Regine
Eckardt, pc)

(= Some people take the highway and some people take the
scenic route.)  
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c. This course is very difficult. In the past, some students waited
3 semesters to complete it or never finished it at all. (Irene
Heim, pc)

(2 Some students waited 3 semesters to complete the course
and some students never finished it at all.)

It is thus tempting to suggest that conjunctive interpretations for disjunc-tion are available whenever disjunction is in the scope of an existentialquantifier (With the domain of quantification, worlds or individualsimmaterial). However, there are limitations: I

(30) 21. There is a bottle of beer in the fridge or the ice-bucket.
(75 There is a bottle of beer in the fridge and there is a bottle of
beer in the ice-bucket.)

b. Someone took the highway or the scenic route.
(7’: Someone took the highway and someone took the scenic
route.)

C. This course is very difficult. In the past, some student waited3 semesters to complete it or never finished it at all.
(# some student waited 3 semesters to complete the course and
some student never finished it at all.)

As pointed out in Klindinst (2005), the relevant factor seems to be num-ber marking on the indefinite. We might, therefore, suggest the followinggeneralization:

(31) Existential PC: A sentence of the form 3x [P(x) v Q(x)] can leadto the FC inference, 3XP(X) A 3xQ(x), as long as the existentialquantifier, Ex, is not marked by singular morphology.

3.3 More generally, under negation and universal
quantifiers

In (25) we saw an FC effect arising when conjunction is under the scope ofnegation and a universal modal (under the sequence, —-l:l). As illustratedin (32), and stated in (33), the effect arises also when I] is replaced by anordinary universal quantifier:

(32) We didn’t give every student of ours both a stipend and a tuition
waiver.

1. basic meaning: ‘vVX[P(X) A Q(x)] :-
Elx—t [P(x) A Q(x)] E  
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3X H’(X) VuQ(X)] 5
3x -«P(x) v3x—Q(x)

2. Free Choice: 3x —iP(x) AEX-‘iQ(X)

(33) Conjunctive PC: A sentence of the form —-VX[P(X) /\ Q(x)] can lead
to the FC inference 3x -«P(x) /\ 3x—-Q(x).

In Sections 7—10 we will provide an account of our two generalizations
((31) and (33)) within a general theory of 815 that we will introduce in
Section 6, based on a discussion, in Section 5, of Sauerland’s approach
to 815. But before we move on, it is important to rule out an alternative
explanation of (25) and (32), in terms of wide scope conjunction. To
understand the concern, focus on (25). One might think that this sen-
tence has a logical form in Which conjunction takes wide scope over the
sequence fiD. If such a logical form were available, the inference in (26)
would follow straightforwardly from the basic meaning, and would thus
be unrelated to the FC effects that are distributed according to (31).
But wide scope conjunction is not a probable explanation. One argu-

ment against such an explanation is based on the sentences in (34). If
conjunction could take scope over the sequence —-D in (25) (and over —|V
in (32)), we would expect it to be able to outscope negation in (34), an
expectation that is not born out.21

(34) a. I didn’t talk to both John and Bill.

b. We didn’t give both a stipend and a tuition waiver to every
student.

What I think we learn from (34) is that conjunction can appear to
outscope negation only when a universal quantifier intervenes.22 This
is expected if conjunction never outscopes negation, and the generaliza-
tion in (33) is real.

Another argument against wide scope conjunction comes from an
additional inference we draw from sentences such as (25) and (32). In
both cases we draw the inference that the alternative sentence with dis-
junction instead of conjunction is false. That is, we would tend to draw
(35a) as an inference from (25), and (35b) from (32). These inferences
are not expected if conjunction receives wide scope, but, as we will see
later on, are expected if the phenomenon is derived along With other PC
effects.

(35) a. You are required to clear the table or do the dishes.
b. We gave every student of ours a stipend or a tuition waiver.
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4 Chierchia’s puzzle

The account of PC that I will develop will be based on a modification ofa proposal made in Sauerland (2004) to deal with a puzzle discovered inChierchia (2004).23 To understand the puzzle in greater detail, considerfirst (3 6) and its implicature that (36)’ is false.

(36) John did some of homework.
(3 6)’ John did all of the homework.

As outlined in Section 1.2, this implicature can be derived by NG-MQunder the assumption that some and all are members of the sameHorn-Set, (4b),24 from which it follows that (36)’ is an alternative to(36). NG-MQ, together with the assumption of an opinionated speakerlead to the conclusion that the speaker believes that (36)’ is false. IConsider next what happens when (36) is embedded as one of twodisjuncts:

(3 7) John did the reading or some of homework.

This type of embedding was presented by Chierchia (2004) as a challengeto the neo-Gricean derivation of implicatures. As Chierchia points out(3 7)’ should be an alternative to (3 7), and it would therefore seem that(with the assumption that the speaker is opinionated) we should derivethe implicature that (the speaker believes that) (3 7)/ is false.

(3 7)’ John did the reading or all of homework.

This implicature, however, is clearly too strong. If a disjunctive sentenceis false, then each of the disjuncts is false. When (37) is uttered, we doderive the inference that the second disjunct of (3 7)’ is false. Howeverwe clearly do not derive a similar inference for the first disjunct (Whichis also the first disjunct of (36)).
Chierchia’s challenge for the Neo-Griceans is to avoid the implicaturethat the first disjunct of (36) is false while at the same time to derivethe implicature that the stronger alternative to the second disjunct isfalse:

(38) Let U be an utterance of p or q where q has a stronger alterna-tive, q’.

a. Problem 1: to avoid the implicature of fip
b. Problem 2: to derive the implicature of —q’  
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Chierchia provides an account for the relevant generalization based on
a recursive definition of strengthened meanings. I will not discuss his
account, since I can’t figure out how to extend it to FC. Instead, I Will
discuss the neo-Gricean alternative, which also fails to account for PC,
but, Which can, nevertheless, be modified in order to provide a syntactic
(non—Gricean) alternative that successfully extends to FC.25

5 Sauerland’s proposal26

As pointed out at the end of Section 1.2, the Horn-Set for disjunc—
tion in (4a) ({or, and» cannot account for the Ignorance Inferences
that are attested when a simple disjunctive sentence such as (1) is
uttered. Sauerland suggests a remedy for this problem Which also resolves
Chierchia's puzzle.

To derive the appropriate Ignorance Inferences for (1), Sauerland sug-
gests that the alternatives for a disjunctive statement include each of the
disjuncts in addition to the corresponding conjunction:

(39) "
Alt(pvq> = pvq<>PAq

q

These alternatives, Which are plotted to represent logical strength,”
derive (based on NG-MQ) the following inferences with respect to a
speaker, 5, who utters p or q, inferences which Sauerland calls Primary
(or weak) Implicatures, P15:

(40) PIS for p or q (based on NG-MQ)

a. s does not believe that p is true.

b. s does not believe that q is true.
c. s does not believe that p and q is true. Already follows from

both a and b.

Given that s is assumed to believe that her utterance of p or q is true
(Quality), we derive the Ignorance Inferences discussed in Section 1,
that is, for each disjunct, we derive the inference that the speaker does
not know whether or not it is true. To derive 31s, the principle of an
Opinionated Speaker is employed, (8):

(8) Opinionated Speaker (OS): When a speaker, s, utters a sentence,
S, the addressee, h, assumes, for every sentence 8’ eAlt(S), that the
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beliefs of 5 determine the truth value of 5’, unless this assumption
would lead to the conclusion that the beliefs of s are contradictory.

This principle asks us to scan the set of alternatives that are strongerthan S, and to identify those for which the assumption that the speaker isopinionated is consistent With our prior inferences based on Quality andNG-MQ. For each such alternative, the speaker is assumed to be opinion-ated, and given the relevant PI, a stronger inference is derived, namelythat the speaker believes that the relevant alternative is false, an inferencewhich Sauerland calls a Secondary Implicature (an SI, conveniently).
As mentioned above, (40a,b) together with Quality, lead to ignoranceWith respect top and to q. Hence, p and q is the only alternative for Whichthe assumption that the speaker is opinionated is consistent with prior

inferences. Therefore, only one SI is derived based on OS, namely theinference that the speaker believes that p and q is false:

(41) SI forp or q (based on OS)
5 believes that p and q is false.

Sauerland, thus, derives the following definition for the two relevant sets
of implicatures:

(42) When a speaker s utters a sentence A, the following implicatures
are derived:

a. Pls = {—‘BS(A’): A’s ALT(A) and A’ is stronger than A}
b. 515 = {Bs(fiA’): A’e ALT(A), A’ is stronger than A, and

B5(A)AflPI /\ Bs(-1A’) is not contradictory}

Based on these definitions, a PI is derived for every alternative strongerthan the assertion and an SI for a subset of the stronger alternativesfor Which an Ignorance Inference hasn’t already been derived (based onNG-MQ and Quaiity);28

(43) Implicatures for p W]:

P

Alt(pvq) = pvq «’a

q

a. Pls: fiBs(p), —-B5(q) The rest, —-B5(p/\q), follows
b. SI: Bs—I(p/\q)  
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Sauerland shows that this rather principled approach solves
Chierchia’s puzzle once the lexical alternatives that derive the sen-
tential alternatives in (39) are specified. The basic intuition is fairly
straightforward. An utterance of p or q derives Ignorance Inferences
that are inconsistent with the assumption that the speaker is opinion-
ated about 12, thereby solving problem (38a). Problem (38b) is solved as
well, but seeing this requires precision about the relevant lexical alter-
natives and the way they determine sentential alternatives for complex
disjunctions, such as (3 7).

The starting point is the observation that in order to derive (39) the
alternatives for disjunction must contain two lexical entries that are
never attested:29

(44) Horn—Set(0r) = (or, L, R, and}, where qu = p and qu =: q.

These four alternatives, when combined with the alternatives for some
({Some, all}), yield 8 alternatives to (37), based on (5) above23‘O

(45) A1t(r or sh): a. rvsh

' b.thhEr

C. rRshEsh

d. IASh

e. rvah

f. rLahEr

g. rRahsah

h. rAah

To see what PIS and 515 are derived, it is useful to plot the alternatives in
a way that indicates relative strength. But it is already easy to see how
the two problems in (38) are solved. To repeat, problem (38a) is solved
based on the observation that the speaker cannot believe that r is false if
a PI ensures that she does not believe that sh is true and Quality ensures
that she believes that r or sh is true. Problem (38b) is solved based on
the observation that ah is a member of the alternative set (alternative g),
and that an SI can be derived for this alternative (consistent with prior
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inferences):

(46) Implicatures for rv sh:

ALT(r v sh) =

 

P1 = fiB5(rvah), -B5(sh),

SI = Bs(-|ah), Bs(-I(r/\sh))
(the rest follow)

(the rest, B5-(r/\ah), follows)

5.1 Advantage of Sauerland’s proposal: embedding under
universal quantifiers

The Horn—Set in (44) plays two independent roles for Sauerland. It
provides NG-MQ with the alternatives needed to derive the Ignorance
Inferences for p v q. These inferences explain (Within the Neo-Gricean
paradigm) the lack of certain 815 when scalar items are embedded within
one of the disjuncts (problem (38)a). Fuxthermore, given (5), we can
generate alternatives for complex disjunctive sentences (e.g. q’ for the
sentence in (38)) that derive otherwise surprising SIs (problem (38b)).
However, the system makes a further prediction. Specifically, it predicts

that in certain contexts the two basic alternatives p and q will generate SIs
rather than Ignorance Inferences. The relevant case involves embedding
of disjunction under an upward monotone operator 0 such that O(p v q)
does not entail the disjunctive sentence O(p) v O(q). For such an operator,
the following is not contradictory.

(47) O(pvq) Afi0(p) Afi0(q) AfiO(pAq)

Hence, if s utters O(p v q), an SI would be generated for each of the
stronger alternatives (O(p), O(q), and O@Aq)).
Evidence that this prediction is correct comes from (48) and (49),

Which naturally yield the implicatures in (a) and (b).31  
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(48) You’re required to talk to Mary or Sue.

Implicatures:

3. You’re not required to talk to Mary.

b. You’re not required to talk to Sue.

(49) Every friend of mine has a boy friend or a girl friend.
Implicatures:

a. It’s not true that every friend of mine has a boy friend.
b. It’s not true that every friend of mine has a girl friend.

These facts follow straightforwardly from the Sauerland scale:

  

(50)
Alt(VX(P(X)vQ(X)) = VX(P(X)vQ(X)) VX(P(x)/\Q(x))  

PIS = —IB5(VXP(X)), —-B5(VXQ(X)) (the rest, *IBSVX(P(X)/\Q(X)),
follows)

SIS = Bs(—|VXP(X)), B5(—=VXQ(X)) (the rest, Bs—IVX(P(X)/\Q(X)),
follows)

5.2 But. . .what about FC?

Sauerland’s system makes yet another prediction about disjunction
embedding, a prediction Which is in direct conflict with PC. If disjunc-
tion is embedded under an upward monotone operator 0 such that
O(pvg) entails the disjunctive sentence O(p) v O(q), the system predicts
Ignorance Inferences with respect to 0(1)) and O(q). The reasoning is
exactly identical to the basic case of unembedded disjunction: there
is no way to assume that the speaker is opinionated about one of the
alternatives C(13) and O(q) without contradicting the Primary Implica-
ture that the speaker does not know that the other disjunct is true
(given Quality).

This does not seem to be the correct prediction for existential modals
and plural existential DPS (generalization (31)). These operators, under
their basic meaning, are both commutative with respect to disjunction
(<>(pvq) E (<>pV<>q); 3X(P(x)\/Q(x)) a Ele(x)vElXQ(x)). Hence Ignorance
Inferences are predicted.     
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(51) You may eat the cake or the ice-cream.

A|t(51) = <>(pvq) <::

PIS = _'BS(<>p)l "Bs(<>Q); “'Bs<>(P/\q)

$15 = Bsfi<>(p/\q)

We’ve seen good arguments that PC should be derived as an implicature.
However, under Sauerland’s system we derive Primary Implicatures (in
bold) that contradict FC.

The situation is quite interesting. The alternatives that K818 and
Alonso-Ovalle appeal to in order to derive FC derive contradictory Igno-
rance Inferences in Sauerland’s system. If K&S are right, Sauerland’s
system needs to change. However, K&S’s insight, if correct, needs to be
embedded in a general system for implicature computation, one that can
account for Chierchia’s puzzle, as well as for the emergence of Ignorance
Inferences.

6 An alternative perspective

There are two problems with Sauefland’s system. On the one hand,
it derives Ignorance Inferences that directly contradict the attested FC
effect. On the other hand, it does not provide the basis for anti-
exhaustivity, which, if K&S are correct, is at the heart of PC. I will
argue that the first problem teaches us that, contrary to the neo-Gricean
assumption, Primary Implicatures do not serve the foundation for the
computation of 515. Instead, 815 are derived in the syntactic/semantic
component Via an exhaustive operator, as suggested in Section 1.3. Once
a semantic representation is chosen, Ignorance Inferences are computed
by the pragmatic system, based on the non~stipu1ative maxim of quantity
(B—MQ). Without an exhaustive operator, incorrect Ignorance Inferences
are computed in FC environments. However, once we modify the mean-
ing of exh, based on Sauerland’s insights, the inferences can be avoided
by a sequence of two exhaustive operators, which yield, in effect, anti-
exhaustivity, thereby solving the second problem. Furthermore, it turns
out that FC is predicted in all the environments discussed in Section 3.

6.1 A new lexical entry for the exhaustive operator

Let’s start by reviewing our lexical entry for only and exh from Section 1.3.
These entries ((14) and (15), repeated below) derive strong meanings that  
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are in most cases equivalent to the basic meaning conjoined with the SIs
derived by the neo-Gricean system.

(52) 'a- [[Only]] (A<st,t>)(Pst) = 1 WI WV) = 1- quNW(P,A)= <1(W) = 0
NW(p,A) = {quz p does not entail q}

b. [[Exhll (A<st,t>)(pst)(w)¢> p(W) & quNW(p,A): uq(W)

However, predictions are sometimes different when the alternatives are
not totally ordered by entailment. In particular, for the sets of alterna-
tives that Sauerland has postulated, the lexical entries in (52) can derive
contradictory results. To see this, consider the following dialogue:

(53) A: John talked to Mary or Sue.

B: Do you think he might have spoken to both of them?
A: No, he only spoke to Mary OR Sue.

Under (52)a, A’s final sentence should presuppose that the prejacent,
John spoke to Mary 0r Sue, is true and that this is not the case for any of
the (non—weaker) alternatives. Thus, if Sauerland is right about the lexical
alternatives for disjunction, the two alternatives in (54) would both have
to be false for the utterance to be true, which would, of course, contradict
the presupposition.

(54) a. John talked to Mary.

b. John talked to Sue.

This is a wrong result, which means that if Sauerland is right about the
alternatives for disjunction, the lexical entries in (52) probably need to
be revised.32 A revision of this sort is also needed based on much older
observations due to Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984):

(55) a. Who did John talk to?

Only Mary or SUE

b. Who did John talk to?

Only Some GIRL

Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984)

Let’s focus on (55a). If (52a) is correct, the answer to the question should
assert that every alternative not entailed by the prejacent, John talked to
Mary 0r Sue, is false. This time the set of alternatives consists (most likely)
of every proposition of the form john talked to x based on the denotation
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of the question, and the fact that the whole DP Mary at Sue is focused.

In other words, the answer to the question in (55a) should entail the

propositions that John didn’t talk to Mary and that he didn’t talk to Sue,

which should contradict the presupposed prejacent.

Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), who noticed the problem, suggested

a modification to the standard lexical entry for only, which was accom-

modated in Spector (2006) to the syntax we are assuming (based on

Schultz and van Rooij (2006)):

(56) a. [[0I11Y]] (A<st,t>)(Pst) = kW: PM) = 1- MinimaHWXAXP)
13- [[EXh]](A<st,t>)(pst)(W) © P(W) & Minimal(W)(A)(p)

Minimal(w)(A)(p) ¢> —3w’p(w’) = 1(AWI C Aw)

Aw = {peA: p(w) : 1}

As pointed out by Spector (again, based on van Rooij and Schultz), this

lexical entry can solve Chierchia’s problem. However, it yields results

that contradict FC (see note 41). For this reason, I would like to suggest

an alternative, one that is linked in a very direct way to Sauerland's

proposal.

What we learn from Groenendijk and Stokhof is that there is some-

thing in the meaning of only ’designed’ to avoid contradictions: only

takes a set of alternatives A and a prejacent p, and attempts to exclude

as many propositions from A in a way that would be consistent with the

requirement that the prejacent be true. I would like to suggest that the

basic algorithm is Sauerland’s, i.e. that propositions from A are excluded

as long as their exclusion does not lead (given p) to the inclusion of some

other proposition in A:

(57) 8- [[OnIYD (A<st,t>)(Pst) = AW: P(W) = 1.
quNW(p,A) [q is innocently excludable given A—> q(w) = O]

b. [[13th (A<st,t>)(Pst)(W)¢> p(W) & quNW(P,A)
[q is innocently excludable given A—> —-q(w)]

q is innocently excludable given A if —-E|q‘e NW(p,A) [pA-q=> q’]

To see how this is supposed to work, consider an utterance of the

disjunction p or q. Consider first what happens without an exhaustive

operator, under the basic syntactic representation. Under such a rep—

resentation, the sentence would assert that the disjunction is true and

would be consistent with the truth of the conjunction (inclusive or). By
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B-‘VIQ this would yield a variety of Ignorance Inferences, which might
be implausible in a particular context, and if so, would motivate the
introduction of an exhaustive operator, Exh(Alt(p 0r q))(p or q).
Under this alternative parse the sentence would assert that the

prejacent p or q is true and that every innocently excludable alterna-
tive is false. Assuming the Sauerland alternatives, we derive the simple
ExOR meaning. None of the disjuncts is innocently excludable, since
the exclusion of one will lead to the inclusion of the other, given
the prejacent. Once again, we will Circle the innocently excludable
alternatives.

P

(58) AIt<pvq> = pvq’@
q

Excluding p will necessarily include q while excluding q Will
necessarily include p.

pAq is thus the only proposition in NW(pvq, Alt(pvq)) that can be
innocently excluded given the set of alternatives in (58). Thus, it is
the only proposition that is excluded and the derived meaning is the
familiar EXOR.

Before moving to PC, I would like to show how the lexical entries in
(57b) replicates Sauerland results. But even before that, I would like to
point out that Sauerland’s algorithm is not totally contradiction free,
and that his assumptions should therefore be modified slightly. This
modification would motivate a corresponding modification in (5 7).

Consider the question answer pair in (59) from Groenendijk and
Stokhof. Assume that the alternatives for A is the Hamblin denotation
of Q, Alt((59)A), in (60).

(59) Q: Who did Fred talk to?

A: Some GIRL

(60) Alt((59)A) = {that Fred talked to X: x is a person or a set of people}

Assume also that there are more than two girls in the domain of quan-
tification. If all these assumptions are correct, it would be possible (by
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Sauerland’s algorithm) to introduce an SI of the form BS~1(p, for every (p in

Alt((59)A). Each 51 of this sort is consistent with the set of P15 and Quality.

However, once all the 515 are collected, the result is contradictory. The

problem extends to the lexical entry for exh in (5 7) (and for only, if we

look back at (55b)). Every member of A1t((59)A) is innocently exclud—

able. Hence, if we were to append exh to (59)A, the result would be

contradictory.

One way to deal with this problem is to assume that the set of

alternatives is always closed under disjunction (see Spector 2005, as

well as note 29). An alternative, which is available when exh is

assumed, is to eliminate additional elements from the set of innocently

excludable propositions for a prejacent, p, given a set of alternatives

A, I-E(p,A):

(61) 3- [[Onlyll (A<st,>)(pst) = W: p(W)=1-
quI-E(p,A)—> q(w):0

13- [[Exhll (A<st,t>)(Pst)(W)¢> p(W) & qu 1~E(p,A)—> ‘1 q(W)
I-E(p,A) = fl{A’gA: A’ is a maximal set in A, s.t., A"'U{p) is

consistent}

An = {a p: peA}

To see if a proposition q is innocently excludable, we must look at every

maximal set of propositions in A such that its exclusion is consistent with

the prejacent. Every such set could be excluded consistently as long as

nothing else in A is excluded. Hence the only propositions that could

be excluded non—arbitrarily are those that are in every one of these sets

(the innocently excludable alternatives). Every proposition which is not

in every such set would be an arbitrary exclusion, since the Choice to

exclude it, will force us to include a proposition from one of the other

maximal exclusions (if the result is to be consistent), and the Choice

between alternative exclusion appears arbitrary.33

To see What results are derived by this lexical entry, it is probably best to

go through the various cases we’ve discussed Let’s first see how we would

exhaustify pvq given the Sauetland alternatives. The first step would be

to identify the maximal consistent exclusions given the prejacent pvq.

If p is excluded, q must be true and Vice versa. Hence, one maximal

exclusion is {p, pAq}, and the other is {q, pAq}. The intersection is pAq,

hence, Exh(A1t<pvq>><pvq) : <pvq> M(pAq) = qu-
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(62)
Alt(pAq) = pvq

 

We circle (with dotted—lines) the maximal exclusions consistent
with the prejacent, and we circle the intersection, the set of
innocently excludable alternatives, with a completed line.
Exh(A1t(pVQ))(pVQ) = (13ch M(pAQ) = PVC]-

Consider now the exhaustification of (59)A under the assumption that
the set of alternatives is the Hamblin-denotation of the question, (60).
Assume that there are three girls in the domain of quantification, Mary,
Sue, andJane, and that there are no non-girls.34 Everymaximal exclusion
will include every member of the Hamblin—set but one of the following:
(In) Fred talked to Mary, (5) Fred talked to Sue, and (j) Fred talked to Jane.
So the intersection of all~maximal exclusions, the set of innocently-
excludable alternatives, is the set of propositions of the form Fred talked
to X, Where X is a plurality of girls:

(63) A1t((59)A) = {Fred talked to x: x a person or a set of people} 2

 

Exh(Alt((59)A))((59)A) : Fred talked to some girl /\—'(m& s) /\

n (m&i) An (5&1)
= Fred talked to exactly one girl.

6.2 Replicating Sauerland’s results

Consider again Chierchia’s sentence rv sh and its Sauerland alternatives.
To see which alternative can be innocently excluded we have to identify
the maximal (consistent) exclusions. The set of innocently excludable
alternative is the intersection. The reader can consult the diagram in
(64) to see that Sauerland's results are replicated.  
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(64) A1t(1‘ V sh) =

 

ah, rAsh, rAah are the proposition in A1t(ssvb) that can be

innocently excluded given the set of alternatives:

Exh(Alt(rvsh))(r\/sh) = (rvsh)/\—- ah A—-(r/\sh)

Consider next embedding under universal quantifiers. As discussed in

Section 5.1, such embedding allows for the consistent exclusion of all

the Sauerland-altetnatives (other than the prejacent). Hence, there is

only one maximal exclusion, Which is excluded by exhz35

(65) You’re required to talk to Mary or Sue.

Implicatures:

a. You're not required to talk to Mary.

b. You’re not required to talk to Sue.

(66) Every friend of mine has a boy friend or a girl friend.

a. It’s not true that every friend of mine has a boy friend.

b. It’s not true that every friend of mine has a girl friend,

   
  

 

VxP(x)

<>vX<P<x)AQ(x))
VxQ(x)

(57) Alt(VX(P(x)vQ(x)) = Vx(P(x)vQ(x))

   

Exh (Alt(Vx(P(x)vQ(x)))(VX(P(X)VQ(X))) = VX(P(X)VQ(X)) AfivXPoo vacxx)

So the exhaustive operator as defined in (61)b, based on what’s needed

for only, (61)a, derives the same results as Sauerland’s system (with the
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exception of cases such as (59) for which Sauerland’s system can derive
contradictory implicatures). This is not surprising. The set of innocently
excludable proposition is (modulo (59)) precisely the set of propositions
for which Sauerland’s system yields SIS — for Which SIs can be introduced
innocently.

However, there is an important architectural difference between the
two systems, one that relates to the division of labor between syntax/
semantics and pragmatics. Under Sauerland’s neo—Gricean system,
NG—MQ (and the P15 that it generates) is the underlying source of 815.
Under the syntactic alternative that we are considering, 815 have a syn-
tactic source, and can serve to avoid Ignorance Inferences, which are
computed post syntactically based on B—MQ. This architectural difference
has empirical ramifications for FC. We’ve already seen that Sauerland’s
system predicts Ignorance Inferences that contradict FC. We will see that
under our syntactic alternative, the problem can be avoided by recursive
exhaustification.

7 Recursive exhaustification and FC36

Suppose that exh is a covert operator Which can append to any sentence.
It is reasonable to assume that, in parsing (or producing) a sentence, exh
will be used whenever the result fairs better than its counterpart with-
out exh. One way in which a sentence with exh would be better than its
exh—less counterpart is if the latter generates implausible Ignorance Infer-
ences based on B-MQ. We thus predict the following recursive parsing
strategy:

(68) Recursive Parsing—Strategy: If a sentence S has an undesirable
Ignorance Inference, parse it as Exh(Alt(S))(S).37

7.1 Simple disjunction

Consider the disjunctive sentence in (69)

(69) I ate the cake or the ice-cream.

If this sentence is parsed without an exhaustive operator, B-MQ will
generate the Ignorance Inference that the speaker doesn’t know what
she ate (only that it included the cake or the ice—cream or both). This
inference might seem implausible, and the heater might therefore prefer
the following parse, where C is the set of Sauerland-alternatives to the
disjunctive sentence.     
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(70) Exh(C)(I ate the cake or the ice-cream)

As we’ve seen already, the meaning of (70) is the ExOR meaning of (69).

This meaning will now generate (given B-MQ) the Ignorance Inference

that the speaker doesn‘t know What she ate (only that, Whatever it was, it

included the cake or the ice—cream but not both). This, again, might seem

implausible, and the heater might employ the parsing strategy, again:

(71) EXh(C’)[Exh(C)(I ate the cake or the ice~cream)]

where C’=Alt[Exh(C)(I ate the cake or the ice-cream)] =

{Exh(C>(p) 21266}38

However, (71) ends up equivalent to (70). And further application of the

parsing strategy is not helpful either. It will, thus, follow that there is no

way to avoid the (sometimes undesirable) Ignorance Inference. To see

this, we need to compute the set of alternatives, C’:

(72) C’= {1. Exh(C) (DVQ), 2- Exh(C)(P), 3- EXh(C)(Q), 4- EXh(C)(P/\<l)}

1. Exh(C) (pvq) —- (pvq) m (pAq)
= (p Aonq MP)

2. Exh(C)(p)= pmq
3. Exh(C)(q)= qmp
4. EXh(C)(p/\q) = pAq (can be ignored since already excluded by

the prejacent)

Exh(c> <pvq> = Exh<C)(p)vExh<C><q)

Two simple observations are worth making. The first alternative, the pre-

jacent 0f (71), is equivalent to the disjunction of the second and third

alternative, and the fourth alternative is already excluded by the preja—

cent, and hence can be ignored. The relevant alternatives are thus the

following:

(73) 0’: A|t(Exh(pvq)) = Exh(C)(p) v Exh(C)(q) <-----------

EXh(C’)[EXh(C)(P V c1)] = EXNC) (P V E!) = (P V Q) A n (P A0!)

If 2 is excluded, 3 must be true, and vice versa. Hence, meaning does not

change with a second level of exhaustification, nor will it change When
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exh is appended yet another time.39 There is thus no way to avoid what

might be an undesirable Ignorance Inference.

7.2 The basic free choice effect

Consider now (74).

(74) You may eat the cake or the ice-Cream.

Without an exhaustive operator, this sentence will generate the Igno-

rance Inference that the speaker doesn’t know what one is allowed to

eat (only that the allowed things include the cake or the ice-cream

or both). This might seem implausible, and the heater might opt for

another parse:

(75) Exh(C)(You may eat the cake or the ice—cream)

Given the Sauerland alternatives for disjunction, the set of alternatives,

C, would be the following240

(76) A1t(74)

E. {SE................................

C = 0(p v q) I '   Notice O(p v q) 4:» Op v <>q but (crucially)
O(pAq) <¢> 0p A Oq

- ._A-—-’“

<>(pAq) is the only proposition in A1t(<>(pvq)) that can be innocently

excluded given the set of alternatives (excluding <>p will necessarily

include <>q while excluding <>q will necessarily include <>p). Hence, the

meaning of (75) in our modal logic formalization is <>(pvq)/\—-<>(p/\q).

Crucially (75) is consistent with the free choice possibility, <>pA<>q,

though it, of course, does not assert free choice.41 This new meaning

will now generate the Ignorance Inference that the speaker doesn’t know

what one is allowed to eat (only that the allowed things include the cake

or the ice-cream but not both). This might seem implausible, and the

heater might employ the parsing strategy again:

(77) Exh(C’)[Exh(C)(You may eat the cake or the ice-cream)]

where C’={Exh(C)(p): pEC}
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This time, second exhaustification has consequences. To see this, we

need to compute the meanings of the various alternatives:

(78) CI: {1. Exh(C) (<>(pvq)),2- Exh(C)(<>P), 3. Exh(C)(<>Q),
4. Exh(C) (<>(p/\q))}

1. Exh(C) (<>(pvq)) = <>(qu) /\*-<>(p/\q), crucially

79 (<>p Ae<>q)v (<>qAfi<>p)
2. Exh(C)(<>p)= <>p A—1<>q

3. Exh(C)(<>q)= <>q /\—|<>p

4. Exh(C) <>(pAq) = <>(pAq) (can be ignored since already

excluded by the prejacent)

0’ = <>(lovq) m 0(p A q)

 

There are now two propositions in C’ that can be innocently (and non-

trivially) excluded. (Excluding Exh(C)(<>p) will not necessarily include

EXh(C)(<>q), and excluding Exh(C)(<>q) Will not necessarily include

Exh<c><<>p).)
Hence,

(79) EXC(C’)(Exh(C) (<>(pvq))) = <>(pvq))Ae<>(pAq) and
~(<>p xw<>q) and

e<<>q A"<>P)
= 003) A<>(q) and
fi<>(pAq)

We thus derive the FC effect for cases in which disjunction is embedded

under existential modals.42

8 Other existential quantifiers

The key to the distinction between disjunction embedded under an

existential modal and unembedded disjunction is that in the latter

case the strongest alternative <>(p /\ q) is stronger than the conjunc-

tion of the two other alternatives <>p and <>q. Hence, the first layer

of exhaustification is consistent with the later exclusion of Exh(C)<>p

and Exh(C)<>q.43 This answers Aloni and van Rooij’s (2005) objection
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t0 Kratzer and Shimoyama (Section 2.2), and extends to account for
embedding under existential quantifiers:

(80) a. There is beer in the fridge or the ice-bucket.
b. People sometimes take the highway or the scenic route (Irene

Heim, pc attributing Regine Eckardt, pc)
c. This course is very difficult. Last year, some students waited

3 semesters to complete it or never finished it at all. (Irene
Heim, pc)

Here, too, first exhaustification will be fairly weak 3x(Px v Qx) /\ —-Elx(Px /\
Qx) consistent with later exclusion of Exh(C)Elex and Exh(C)3xQx, the

cumulative effect of which entails axPx /\ EIxQx.

9 Singular indefinites

At the moment the system makes wrong predictions for embedding
under singular indefinites:

(81) a. There is a bottle of beer in the fridge or the ice-bucket.
b. This course is very difficult. Some student waited 3 semesters to

complete it or never finished it at all.

Right now, an FC effect is expected for this case as well. However, the
expectation changes once an independently needed difference between
plural and singular indefinites is factored in. Consider the sentences
in (82). These sentences have the indicated implicature that the alterna-
tive assertion involving quantification over plural individuals is false:

(82) a. There is a bottle of beer in the fridge.

Implicature: there aren’t two bottles of beer in the fridge.
b. Some student talked to Mary

Implicature: It’s not true that two students talked to Mary.

This implicature leads to the conclusion that a singular indefinite is a
scalar item, with a plural (or dual) indefinite as an alternative:

(83) Horn-Set(Some NP—sing) = {Some NP—sing (henceforth 31),
two NPs (henceforth 32)}
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With this Horn-Set, exh would, of course, derive the correct implicature
for (82). But, interestingly, we also explain the lack of FC in (81). To
see this consider (81a), and the set of alternatives derived by (5), (84).
The alternative-set includes alternatives of the sort we’ve considered in
(76) (upper diamond of (84)). But it also includes alternatives generated
by replacing 31 With 32 (lower diamond 0f (84)).

(84) Alt((82)a)

...m...—__....__‘.

    
C = 31X(P(x) v Q(x))

32x0(x)

  

The set of innocently—excludable alternatives contains 31x (P(X)/\Q(X))
as well as 32X(P(X)AQ(X)). Hence the exhaustification of (82a) is the
following“

(85) EXh(C)( El1X(P(X)V Q(X))) = 31X(P(X)V Q(X)) &
—E|1X(P(X)/\Q(X)) 8t

*32X(P(X)V Q(X))
=> —'(31XP(X)/\31X Q(X))

This representation already contradicts the PC effect, a situation which,
of course, cannot change by further exhaustification. We thus derive the
generalization in (3 1) .

It is of course important to return to our computation of basic FC and
make sure that nothing changes when universal quantifiers are intro-
duced as alternatives to existential quantifiers (4b,d) (see note 40). I leave
this as a task for the interested reader, though an equivalent computa—
tion will be carried Out in (87) and (88), below, and the appendix will
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contain a theorem that will make all of our results transparent with fewer
computations.

10 Other PC effects

Multiple exhaustification also accounts for the generalization in (33),
i.e., it generates FC effects for the sequences —-EIA and —IV/\ (introduced
in Sections 3.1 and 3.3.) Iwill illustrate this for —|D/\, and allow the reader
to verify that nothing changes when [3 is replaced with V.
Consider (25), repeated below as (86), with its PC inference, which (to

repeat) is not predicted by the basic meaning.

(86) You are not required to both clear the table and do the dishes.

1. basic meaning: fiEJ(pAq) E <>—- (pAq) E <>(—|pv—|q) E <>(—-p)
V<>(*<D

2. Free Choice: <>(—-p) A<>(—1q)

Once again, PC will follow after two layers of exhaustivity are computed.
Let’s start With the first layer, which we compute based on the alterna-
tives generated by Sauerland’s Hom—Set {A, L, R, A} and the traditional
I-Iorn—Set {<>, D}, (8d).

(87) Alt((86))

C=-'EI(PAQ))

 

Exh(C) (fl U(p A q» = fl am A 01)) &

amvm&
<>(p A <1)
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If we decide to add another layer of exhaustification, we get the following
result:

(88)

  
  

tDPAUQAomAq)CI = —.D(p A CD) A U(p V q) A 0(1) A q) fiDqA DPAOCPAQ)

  

Exh(C’)[Exh(C)(—-El(p A q)] :

tmp A q)) & B(p vq) & <>(p A q) & a(fiDp A Dq) &
t(“flq A DP)

This yields the FC effect, based on the following equivalences:

{1(1) A CD) 2 {>13 V <>“q

fi(~1Dp /\ Elq) s -|(<>-'p /\ —I<>—1q)

-%fiDqAEm)E-%O—qAfiofim

11 Remaining issues

In Sections 6—10 we have seen how our two generalizations about

the distribution of FC ((31) and (33)) can be derived based on recur~

sive exhaustification under a Sauerland—inspired meaning for exh. But

before concluding, I would like to discuss two apparent predictions of

the account which are somewhat problematic.

11.1 —.<>(p A q)

The lack of a conjunctive interpretation forp v q was derived in Section 7
on the basis of the observation that the first layer of exhaustification

excludes pAq, an exclusion which cannot be overridden at the second
level of exhaustification. The situation changes in PC environments, by
the introduction of appropriate operators. When pvq is embedded under

an existential quantifier, e.g. <> (p v q), the first level of exhaustifica—

tion excludes <> (1) A q), a relatively weak exclusion, i.e. consistent with

<> p A <>q. Hence it is possible (at the second level of exhaustification) to
innocently exclude the exhaustive interpretation of <>p and of <>q.

This proposal makes a clear prediction, or at least so it seems. Speci—

fically, it predicts that PC will always be accompanied by the anti-

conjunctive inference ~<>(p /\ q). However, Simons (2005) claims that
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this prediction is false. Specifically, she presents (89) as a sentence that
can produce FC while lacking an anti-conjunctive inference.

(89) Jane may sing or dance.

Possible Reading:

Jane may sing and Jane may dance, compatible with permission
to do both.

(Simons 2005)

I think I agree with Simons judgments, and the speakers I’ve consulted
with also seem to agree. Interestingly, people seem to have a different
feelings when asked about the FC effect that arises for the sequence ‘IVA.
Consider, again, (86).

(86) You are not required to both clear the table and do the dishes.

It seems quite hard to get rid of the inference that you are required to
either clear the table or do the dishes. More specifically, although judg-
ments of this sort are notoriously difficult, there doesn’t seem to be an
interpretation Which involves FC (i.e. entails that each chore is such that
you are allowed to avoid it), which does not, at the same time, entail that

at least one of the chores is requited.45
I will try to explain these facts on the assumption that in (89) each

of the disjuncts could be exhaustified separately. Assume, as we have
assumed above, that the alternatives for Exh could be determined (at
least in the absence of scalar items) based on focus. (89) might now
receive the following parse, where C’ and C” are determined based on
scalar items (as outlined above), and C1, C2 are determined based on the
focus value of the relevant prejacent.

(89y Exh(C”)(Exh(C’)(<>(EXh(C1)Uane sing) or Exh(C2)0ane dance)))).

Assume, further, that sing and dance are focused so that C1 = C2. To
simplify the exposition (but with no loss of generality) let’s assume that
CLZ has only two members {p 2 lane sing, q 2 lane dance}, with the
following result:

p! := EXh(C1)(p) = p /\ —'q

q! :=: Exh(C2)(q) = q /\ —=p

As we see in (90), we derive Simons’ reading.
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(90) Exh(C”)(Exh(C’)(<>(plvq!))) = <>(plvq!) A—-<>(p!/\ q!) /\ <>(pI) A<>(q!)

= <>(plvq!) /\ <>(p!) /\ <>(q!)

11.2 The scope of disjunction

The analysis of FC crucially depends on the assumption that in the rele-

vant sentences disjunction receives narrow scope relative to the relevant

existential quantifier. This assumption is corroborated by the contrast

in (91).

(91) a. We may either eat the cake or the ice~cream. (+FC)

b. Either we may eat the cake or the ice-cream. (~FC)

Larson (1985) has pointed out that either marks the scope of disjunction

in constructions such as (91). The fact that PC is present only for (91a)

thus corroborates the scopal assumptions made in this Chapter.

However, as pointed out in Zimmerman (2002), PC seems to be

available in (92).

(92) You may eat the cake or you may eat the ice—cream.

I leave this as an unresolved problem, noting that the behavior With

indefinites is different. (See Simons 2.005, Alonso-Ovalle (2005), and

Klindinst (2005) for relevant discussion.)46

(93) a. Some students waited 3 semester to complete this course or

never finished it at all. (+FC)

b. Some students either waited 3 semester to complete this course

or never finished it at all. (+FC)

c. (Either) Some students waited 3 semester to complete this

course or some students never finished it at all. (—FC)

12 Conclusion

In this chapter I’ve argued that Free Choice effects arise in two seemingly

unrelated contexts: When disjunction is embedded under non—singular

existential quantifiers, (31), and When conjunction is embedded under

a universal quantifier which is, itself, c—commanded by negation, (33).

Both FC effects follow from a method for exhaustification inspired by

Sauerland’s solution for Chierchia’s puzzle, a method in which the

notion of an innocently excludable alternative plays a central role.
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However, the proposal can work only if Sauerland’s basic idea is
removed from its Neo—Gricean setting. The reason for this is rather plain.
Under the Neo—Gricean assumptions, Sls are derived as strengthenings
0f inferences that follow from NG-MQ, a maxim which would derive
Ignorance Inferences based on the symmetric alternatives generated
by disjunction. Hence the Neo—Gricean assumptions derive Ignorance
Inferences that conflict with the empirically attested Free Choice effects.
A necessary conclusion, given the alternatives for disjunction, is that

NG-MQcannot be correct, and that there can be no primary implicatures
which are computed on the basis of the relevant alternatives. The conclu-
sion, itself, is an immediate consequence of a system in which pragmatic
reasoning is based on all relevant alternative assertions (B-MQ), i.e. a
pragmatic system which can only derive Ignorance Inferences.

If B-MQ is correct, 313 must be derived within grammar, as argued for
on independent grounds in Chierchia (2004) and Fox (2004). The gram-
matical mechanism needed for FC seems to be an exhaustive operator,
along the lines of Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), and Krifka (1995),
Which can apply recursively to a single linguistic expression (based on a
Sauerland-inspired lexical entry).

If this is correct, it might be useful to ask questions about possible
external/functional motivations for exh. I hinted at the possibility that
exh is needed to solve a communication problem that will arise very often
in a pragmatic universe governed by B-MQ.
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Appendix

In this appendix, I prove a rather simple theorem which should allow

the reader to understand the results described in this chapter with fewer

computations. I define an FC interpretation which I call AnEx (for Anti-

exhaustivity), and prove that this interpretation, if consistent, is the

result of the 2nd layer of exhaustification.

Let

C be a set of propositions with peC.

I = I-E(p,C) 7E 0

1’= (C\ 1\{p})# 0
AnEx = n{—-Exhc(q):qel'}n ExhC(p)

Claim

If AnEx 7A 9 (is consistent), Exh2C(p) = AnEx.

Proof . .
Exhdp) entails —'q, for all gel (by definition of Exh)

Hence, Exhdp) entails —- Ethg), for all qel (fiq entails - ExhC(q))

Hence, AnEX entails fiExhdq), for all qu (AnEx has Exhc (p) as a

conjunct)

Hence, AnEx : fl{—-Exhc(q):qu’}fl{fiEXhC(q):qel]flEthp)

== fl{~Exhc(q): qe C\ {pl} n Exhc(p)-

Hence,

If AnEx is consistent, I-E(Exhc(p), C’) = C’ \{Exhc(p)} (where C’:=

{Exhc(q):qu})
Hence,

Exhzdp) = nhExhdqiqe C' \{Exhc(p)}} n Exhc(p) = AnEx (by
definition of exh)

Notes

* This work is very much inspired by earlier proposals of Kratzer and Shimoyama,

Alonso-Ovalle, Gennaro Chierchia, an in particular by Kai yon Fintel’s class pre-
sentation of’ Kratzer and Shimoyama. Special thanks go to Gennaro Chierchia,

Kai von Fintel, and Irene Heim. I’ve also benefited from discussions with Luis

Alonso-Ovalle, Jon Gajewski, Nathan Klindinst, Ezra Keshet, Angelika Kratrer,

Fred Landsman, Philippe Schlenker, Benjamin Specter, and from comments and

questions at the 2005 LSA summer institute (MIT and Harvard), and at collo-

quia at Umass Amherst, SUNY Stony Brook, Tel-Aviv University, and Tuebingen
University.
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. Following Gazdar (1979) and Sauerland (2004), I will sometimes use the verb
know to describe Ignorance Inferences. This choice is problematic because
of factivity inferences associated with know, which are clearly inaccurate.
However, it’s not clear that there is a better choice: believe is problematic
because of neg-raising. When I will find factiVity particularly disturbing (or
neg-Iaising suffidently innocuous), I will favor belief—talk My choices will,
however, be far from systematic. The reader should bear all of this in mind
and ignore factivity inferences associated With know, as well as the neg-raising
property of believe.

. Although I think that there is agreement that (2c) ought to be derived from
principles of communication, there have been conflicting proposals concern-
ing the precise den’vation. As we will see below, the complications could be
argued to follow from the neo-Gricean perspective on 815. See our discussion
in p. 12 of Gazdar (1979) and Sauerland (2004).

. The relevant notion of informativity for a pragmatic account should probably
be that of contextual-strength (i.e. logical strength given contextual presup-

‘ positions). For the consequence of this distinction to the theory of 515, with a

10.

11.

12.

13.

potential argument against (neo-)Gricean accounts, see Fox (2004), and Magri
(2005).

. The discussion in this section relies heavily on the introduction to pragmatics
taught by Kai von Fintel and Irene Heim at MIT.

. The assumptions made here about ’relevance’ are the following:

1. If p and q are both relevant, so is ’p and q.’
2. if p is relevant, so is ’not p.’ (To say that p is relevant is to say that the

question Is p true or false? relevant.)

. It is sometimes suggested that Grice’s Maxim of Manner (M) could be used to
explain s/s avoidance of p. Such a suggestion requires an ordering of linguistic
expressions by which p’ would be more optimal than p’ from M’s perspective.
For arguments against obvious orderings (various measures of complexity),
see Matsumoto (1995), as well as Fox and Hackl (forthcoming).

. Usually called Horn-Scales for bad reasons, as discussed in Sauerland (2004).

. This definition, which comes from Sauerland (2004), is implicit in much ear-
lier work, and is of course very similar to the definition of alternative sets in
Rooth (1985).

. This consideration would be weakened significantly if one could make sense
of Alt(S) from the perspective of a general theory of language use. For efforts
along these lines, See Spector (2006).
For a collection of some of the arguments in favor of this covert operator, see
Fox (2004) and Chierchia (2005).
This statement is not always true, nor is it predicted to be. Scalar Items gen-
erate alternatives, but alternatives could be specified in other ways as well: by
pitch-accent or by an explicit question. See the discussion of (59) below, as
well as notes 29, 32, and 46.

Ax:¢(x).¢ is a function defined only for objects of which 1,1; is true (convention
from Heim and Kratzer 1998).

This assumption is most natural if Alt(S) is the focus value of S, which could
follow if scalar items are assumed to be inherently focused, see Krifka (1995)
for a possible implementation.
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111 (18) the subject is reconstructed into both disjuncts, and to is omitted. This
is done for expository purposes and, of course, does not affect meaning.

Although this chapter focuses on disjunction, the basic proposal can derive
PC for the relevant indefinites as long as we assume (along the lines of
Chietchia (2005)) that the relevant indefinites have the following alternatives:

ALT(irgerzdein NP): [irgendein NP’: NP'g NP}U{aZl NP’: NP’g NP}.
I think that the interpretation is available in contexts that, more generally,
allow for ’intrusive’ implicatures of the relevant sort (See Cohen 1971, Horn
1989, Levinson 2000, Recanati 2003, among others):

i. None of my students did SOME of the homework, They all did ALL of it.
ii. No one is allowed to eat the cake OR the ice-cream. Everyone will be told

what to eat.

However, Kamp(1973) points out that it is easier for FC to ’intrude’ into the
antecedent of a conditional: Ifyou are allowed to eat the cake or the ice—cream,

you are pretty lucky. If K&S are correct, the FC interpretation of the antecedent

would require an analysis involving an embedded implicature, as pointed
out by Alonso—Ovalle, but without the 'meta—linguistic’ feel that is sometimes

associated with such intrusion. Unfortunately, I have nothing interesting
to add.

The latter possibility seems less plausible given the accumulation of evidence
for 'intrusive’ or ’embedded' implicatures (at least in non—downwaxd entailing
environments), see Chierchia (2004). The discussion in note 16 is of course,

problematic, and more so from the Neo-Gricean perspective.

It would instantiate the scheme if b and c were replaced by a single alternative,
namely the disjunction of the two.

Matsumoto argues that lexical items can be members of the same Horn-Set
only if they denote functions of the same monotonicity. v is upward mono—

tone with respect to both arguments, but /\—| is downward monotone With

respect to its right—hand argument. Skipping ahead to Sauerland’s Horn—set,

L and R are upward (as well as downward) monotone with respect to their
immaterial arguments.

While working on this chapter, I have learned about two new papers about

PC that make this same observation: Klindinst (2005) and Eckardt (this
volume).

If the distributor both is omitted the resulting interpretation is equivalent
to wide scope conjunction. The correct account relies most likely on a
’homogeneity’ presupposition (Fodor 1976, Gajewski 2005).

In order to account for the difference between (32) and (34b), we would also
have to say that inversion of the surface scope of conjunction and universal
quantification is impossible in (34b), a consequence of Scope Economy, a
principle I’ve argued for in Fox (2000).
See also Lee (1995), and Simons (2002).

And that the set does not include the ‘symmetric alternative’ to all, some but

not all.

Chierchia himself developed an account of PC which is quite similar to the
account proposed here and is to some extent independent of his recursive

procedure for implicature computation. Specifically, his account, like mine, is
based on operators that apply to a prejacent and a set of alternatives. However,
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26.

27.
28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

the crucial operator for him is an ’anti—exhaustivity' operator, distinct from
what might be responsible for implicature computation.
Benjamin Spector made the same proposal, in a somewhat different (more
generalized) format. A related proposal can be found in Lee (1995).
If x is to the left of y with a connecting line, then X is weaker than y.
From now on, I will circle those alternatives for which an 51 can be derived
consistently with Quality and NG-MQ.

Spector (2003, 2006) suggests a different perspective. Specifically, he suggests
that alternative sets are defined as the closure under /\ and v of the set of pos-
itive answers to a given question. The Sauerland alternatives for John talked
to Mary or Bill would, thus, be derived (along with other useful alternatives)
if the relevant question was who did John talk to?

What FC teaches us, if my proposal is correct, is that there is no closure
under A. Some of what I say could work if Sauerland’s alternatives were
replaced by basic answers to a Hamblin—question Closed under v. (Conjunc-
tion in unembedded cases will be part of the basic Hamblin denotation,
derived from quantification over pluralities). One would still have to make
sense of second layers of exhaustivity (see Section 11.2, note 46).

r 2: John did the reading; sh :2 john did some ofthe homework; ah := john did all
of the homework.
In Fox (2003) I pointed out this prediction, but was not sure about the empir-
ical facts. I was convinced by conversations with Benjamin Spector and the
discussion in Sauerland (2005).
Gennaro Chierchia (p.c.) points out that in the dialogue in (53) or might
be receiving contrastive focus with conjunction, with the other alterna-
tives (L, and R) inactive. This possibility will not be helpful in explaining
the avoidance of a contradiction in Groenendijk and Stokhof’s examples
in (55).
As pointed out to me by Angelika Kratzer and Fred Landman, the proposed
mechanism for exhaustification is reminiscent of what is needed for counter-
factuals in the premise semantics developed by Veltman (1977) and Kratzer
(1981). In particular, the set of propositions that can be added as premises to
a counter factual antecedent p is mAgC: A is a maximal set in C, s.t., A U {p}
is consistent} where C is the set of all true propositions.
Without non-gitls, the answer is somewhat strange. That’s probably because
questions presuppose that at least one answer (in the Hamblin sense) is true,
and, thus, without non-girls, the answer just repeats the presupposition.
Adding non-girls is thus Crucial, but, it is trivial to see that it will not affect
the result, in any interesting way; propositions related to non-girls will be
excluded and things will be more difficult to draw, but other than that, it’s
all the same.
In conversation with Gennaro Chierchia, we’ve noticed that things are a lit-
tle more complicated. As things stand right now, A1t(Vx(P(x)\/Q(x)) contains
additional members: 3x(P(x)vQ(x)), 3x(P(x)), and 3X(Q(x)). The latter two
make it impossible to innocently exclude VxP(x) and VxQ(x). There are var-
ious simple ways to correct for this problem. The obvious thing that comes
to mind is to define A1t(S) so that it includes only stronger sentences than S.
However, this would be a problematic move given data that is not discussed
in this chapter. Here’s another possibility: A1t(S) is the smallest set, St (a)
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45.
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Se A1t(S), and (b) If S’ e A1t(S) and S” can be derived from S’ by replacement

of a single scalar item with an alternative, and S’ does not entail S”, S” e
A1t(S).

The core idea was developed during conversations with Ezra Keshet.

This should be modified to allow introduction of exh in a non-matrix
position.

(i) Recursive Parsing-Strategy: If a sentence S has an undesirable Ignorance

Inference, try to append exh to some constituent X in S, i.e. modify the
parse [5 . . . X. . .] as follows: [5 . .. Exh(Alt(X))(X) . . .].

We could also incorporate an economy condition of the sort alluded to in
Section 2.1:

(ii) Condition on exh-insertion: exh can be appended to a constituent X, only

if the resulting sentence generates fewer Ignorance Inferences (based on
B-MQ).

By the algorithm in (5).

The theorem in 1 is completely trivial, and the one in 2 (due to Benjamin
Specter, p.c.) is less so:

1. Let C be a set of alternatives, Si, such that for each i exhaustification is

trivial (i.e., Exh(C)(Si)¢> Si), then for each i, 2nd exhaustiflcation is trivial

(i.e., Exh(C’)(Exh(C)(Si)) 4:) Exh(C)(Si), where C’ = {Exh(C)(S): SeC})
2. due to Spector: Let C be a set of finite alternatives, 81, then there is an neN,

s.t. Vm>n,

Eth(C)(Si) = Eth(C)(Si)
Eth(C)(Si) := ExhCC’)Exhn‘1(C)(Si),
where C’ = {Exhn—1(C)(S): SEC}, and Exh1(C)(S) = Exh(C)(S).

The set of alternatives is actually larger, including a variant of each alternative
in C with a universal modal replacing the existential modal. This does not

affect our results as the reader can verify. See the appendix, as well as (84) and

(85) where a parallel computation is carried out with the full set of alternatives.

This exemplifies the difference between the lexical entry we are considering

and the Groenendijk and Stokhof—type alternative in (56). Under (56), (75)
would express a stronger proposition <>(p V q) A-w (<>pA<>q), which will be
inconsistent with PC.
As pointed out in Simons (2005), <>(p V q) sometimes yields PC without the

inference that <> (pAq) is false. A solution to this problem will be discussed in
Section 11.1.

The following is easily verifiable:

Let C: {W, s, n, e} be a diamond set of alternatives going stronger from Wto e
(W is weaker than 5, n, and e; s and n are logically independent and weaker

than e), where w entails (svn). With such alternatives, 2nd exhaustification

of w is vacuous (Exh2(C)(w) 41> Exh(C)(w)) iff e 41> 58m. Furthermore, when

2nd exhaustification of w is not vacuous, EXhZ(C)(W) 41> SAHA—ae.

This explanation, however, depends on the assumption that the alternatives
for 31 cannot be inactive when exh associates with v. An assumption of this

sort was argued for on independent grounds in Chierchia (2005).
Note that both is crucial. See note 21.
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46. FC depends on the nature of the alternatives (e.g. E must be stronger than
the conjunction of N and 5, see note 43, or the appendix for a more general
statement). The correlation with scope is predicted on the basis of the algo—
rithm that determines alternatives, (5): at every level of exhaustfication,
alternatives are determined on the basis of the structure of the prejacent.
If (92) turns out to be indicative (rather than (91) and (93)), Le. if it turns out
that PC is possible even when disjunction has scope over the relevant exis-
tential quantifies, it would be possible to capture the facts with a relatively
simple modification of the system I've proposed.
In this chapter I’ve assumed that Alt(S) is determined either contextually or

by the algorithm in (5), where the algorithm was crucial for the recursive step
(see note 38). However, we could define a special rule for recursive exhaus-
tification Which would allow the rule to apply even when alternatives are
contextually determined. Suppose that a sentence 5 is uttered in a context in
which Q is the salient set of alternatives. If S were to be exhaustified (relative
to Q), the syntactic representation would be EXh(Q)(S). We could now define
the 2nd layer of Exhaustification, as follows: Exh2(S):= Exh(C)[Exh(Q)(S)],
where C: {Exh(Q)(<p): q) 6Q}. Now (92) could receive an FC interpretation if
Q could be the set of sentences of the form You can eat x, where X denotes
a singular or plural individuals (perhaps with closure under disjunction, see
note 29).
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5
Partial Variables and Specificity
Gerhard lager
University ofBielefeld

In this chapter Ipropose a novel analysis ofthe semantics ofspecific indefinites.

Following standard DR’I) I assume that indefinites introduce a free variable

into the logical representation, but I assume the the descriptive content of an

indefinite DP is interpreted as a precondition for the corresponding variable to

denote. Fomially this is implemented as an extension ofclassicalpredicate logic

with partial variables — variables that come with a restriction. This leads to a

reconception afrestricted quantification: the restriction is tied to the variable,

not to the quantifier.

After an overview over the major existing theories ofthe scope ofindefinites,

the centralpart ofthe Chapter is devoted to develop a m0del~theoretic semantics

for this extension ofpredicate logic. Finally the chapter argues that the notion

ofpartial variables lends itself to the analysis of other linguistic phenomena

as well. Especiallypresuppositians can be analyzed as restTiciions on variables

in a natural way.

1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the peculiar scope taking properties of indef-

inite DPs, which differ massively from other scope beating elements.

The theory that I am going to propose can be seen as a variant of the

DRT approach in the version of Heim (1982), according to which

the semantic contribution of an indefinite is basically a free variable,

while its scope is determined by a non—lexical operation of existential

closure. The crucial innovation lies in the treatment of the descriptive

material of indefinites. While DRT analyzes it as part of the truth condi—

tions, 1 Will argue that it is to be considered as a precondition for the

accompanying variable to denote. Existential closure serves a double
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